
 
 

 
PERFOS ‘FÖHN’ 39 
The winds of 9me 

 
Dubai Watch Week 2023: Charles Zuber celebrates its first anniversary.  

 
 

 
 
 

Tuesday, November 14th, 2023 – Happy Birthday, Charles Zuber!  
 
Charles Zuber is preparing to celebrate a significant milestone: its first anniversary since the 
brand’s interna;onal launch. To celebrate the occasion, Charles Zuber will be exhibi;ng at 
Dubai Watch Week 2023 in the main exhibi;on area of The Gate Village from November 16th 
to 20th, 2023. 
 
Dubai, the city rising from the midst of the desert, offers the perfect backdrop for unveiling 
Charles Zuber’s latest crea;on: the PERFOS 'Föhn' 39mm, a watch in desert hues as a luxurious 
caress on the wrist. A testament to the brand's Swiss heritage, this new limited edi;on 
;mepiece of 50 pieces encapsulates elegance and innova;on, paying tribute to the famous 
Swiss wind, the ‘Föhn’ (pronounced like the word ‘fern’ but without the ‘r’), known for its 
strength and passion, but also for its warmth. The PERFOS ‘Föhn’ 39mm expresses the brand’s 
hallmark commitment to style, as an invita;on to embrace the journey of discovery on the 
wings of the wind. 



 
 
 

 
 
 
The Föhn, a wind like a caress, yet a force of nature 
 
Föhn is the name of a warm, dry wind that occurs in the lee of the mountainous regions of 
Switzerland. O]en associated with metamorphosis, it carries unique traits that have made it 
legendary across the ages, inspiring Charles Zuber for the crea;on of a new PERFOS 39 mm 
watch model. It symbolizes transforma;on, the idea that beauty can emerge from strength, 
movement and change. O]en unpredictable, the Föhn is embodies the force of nature. It forms 
as a result of moist air from the sea being pushed up the mountainside, where it cools and 
loses its moisture; it becomes the Föhn when it descends on the opposite side, warm and dry. 
This downslope wind can have a drama;c impact, by mel;ng snow, raising temperatures and 
building up powerful gusts. From majes;c mountains to sparkling lakes, Charles Zuber pays 
tribute to the nature of Switzerland, its birthplace. 
 
Watchmaking choreography across a spectrum of natural hues 
 
Sophis;ca;on is the hallmark of the PERFOS dial. Its indexes, like piano keys or sunrays, 
demand extreme precision in the making: each triangular groove is delicately openworked by 
laser, and each opening coincides perfectly with each of the sixty minute markers. Here, the 
sand-tone dial, flamboyant yet warm and so] as a sand rose, opens at the center like a sun. It 
catches the light in a dance of natural tones with the slightest movement of the wrist.  



 
 
A three-;ered case, with no straight lines. A flat bezel. Created by Eric Giroud, the PERFOS 
watch expresses understated elegance and beauty – with the illusion of simplicity. The layered 
design is one of uncompromising precision. The chamfered contour mul;plies its facets. The 
result: rich contrasts between sa;n and polished surfaces, between the textures of the 
materials and the so]ness of their touch.  
 
A shaped movement caliber hugs the rounded corners of the square case. Automa;cally 
wound by a bidirec;onal oscilla;ng weight, this three-hand caliber with 164 components and 
33 jewels lends itself to future developments and the addi;on of complica;ons. Beyond parts 
decorated and rhodium-plated parts according to the purest prac;ces of a watchmaking 
tradi;on, the PERFOS ‘Föhn’ 39mm further captures the imagina;on with blued screws and 
details that bring out the sunray graining on the surfaces, even on those that remain hidden 
from view.  
 
It becomes clear that beneath its apparent simplicity, the watch is in fact highly complex. 
Complex in design and complex in execu;on. Nothing is le] to chance, and every detail a 
testament to the finest cra]smanship. 
 
 
 

 
 
Technical SpecificaGons 
 
Case shape: Octagonal 
Case: Steel 
Strap: Beige alligator 
Buckle: Folding clasp 
Dial: Mirror-polished hour markers  
 
 
Water resistance: 3 ATM (30 m)  
Size: 39 x 39 mm  
Thickness: 9 mm  
Movement: Mechanical, self-winding  
Power reserve: 38 hours 
Frequency: 28,800 vibra;ons per hour  
Func;ons: Hours, minutes, seconds  
Reference: P201.SL1513 



 
Collec;on: PERFOS 
Status: Limited Edi;on 50 pieces 
Suggested Retail Price: CHF 17,900 incl Swiss VAT 
 
 
 
ABOUT CHARLES ZUBER  
h"ps://www.charleszuber.com/ 
 
Charles Zuber is a brand defined by excep4onal designs and the beauty of simplicity. Originally 
renowned for his exper4se in gemse=ng, Charles Zuber, the legendary Swiss jewelry designer 
celebrated through the brand bearing his name, built his reputa4on as the craAsman behind some of 
the most pres4gious brands in High Jewelry and Haute Horlogerie. He possessed an astute aesthe4c 
sensi4vity, a deep understanding of materials and gems, and an excep4onal mastery of his craA, rooted 
in the ar4stry of jewelry and watch crea4on. Charles Zuber is a Swiss brand based in Geneva, deeply 
imbued with the spirit of its founder. It is now championed by three passionate investors who have 
combined their respec4ve talents to revive the legacy of the late master jeweler. With every crea4on, 
the team at Charles Zuber applies their knowledge and savoir-faire to produce excep4onal pieces that 
meet the discerning standards of connoisseurs and aficionados of unique refinement. Each crea4on 
fuses mul4ple craAs, resul4ng in a dazzling work that marries technical prowess, age-old mastery, and 
contemporary inspira4on. Ini4ally, High Jewelry was the cornerstone that built Charles Zuber's 
reputa4on. Today, Charles Zuber brings the unpredictable to life, breaking away from tradi4onal codes 
of luxury with a neo-Swiss approach that exudes exuberance. 
 

https://www.charleszuber.com/

